
Communication, Language and Literacy 
Using the river as inspiration, we’ll begin by looking at 
story writing. How can we create suspense through sen-
tence construction and vocabulary? Once we’ve developed 
a structure, year six will become authors with the aim to 
produce a printed copy to bring home.  
 
We’ll then study a little Shakespeare: Macbeth. Using 
this play as inspiration, we’ll be developing our sentence 
construction for a range of genre and formalities.  
 
Remember, reading records are online and every family 
should have a link to fill this in. Please read regularly at 
home out loud - it is important that tricky words are 
checked for meaning and understanding.  
 
Readiwriter accounts are updated weekly with spelling 
games. If you find time, please log in at home to boost 
spelling accuracy.  

 

Mathematical Development 
Initially we will focus upon decimal, 
fraction and percentage work. We will 
have a focus upon arithmetic skills—
looking at our efficiency using formal 
methods. Please keep practising times 
tables and using TTRS and Numbots at 
home.  
Each pupil has a Mathletics account and 
I’ll continue to set activities on there 
to help revision this term.  

Creative Development 
In art, we will be looking at the work of 
André Derain and use the Ironbridge and 
River Severn for inspiration. Painting wa-
ter is tricky, but we’ll look at famous art-
ists (Hokusai, Monet and Hockney) to 
gather ideas.  
In design, after half term, we’ll be devel-
oping a nutritious flapjack bar that will be 
suitable for adventures. Market research 
will be necessary, so year six will be bring-
ing home questionnaires to ask your opin-
ion.  

Knowledge and Understanding of the World 
Science:         
Within science this term, we’ll continue to focus upon human biology: exploring the circulatory sys-
tem in more detail. We will also look at our fair test investigations and begin to control variables 
whilst repeating investigations and taking mean averages.  
Further to this, we’ll explore electricity and build circuits investigating the voltage and resistance 
in a circuit.  
 
Computing:  
Using our Chromebooks we are to continue to develop our processing skills and choose how to    
present information according to the purpose.  
Following half term, we’ll look at developing our programming further and use the Ohbot to create 
simple programs.  

Useful information 
• PE is on a Friday afternoon.  
• One piece of homework is set on 

Google Classroom every Friday 
and collected on a Wednesday.  

• Reading records are on Google. 
Please read regularly at home. 
We aim to listen to every read 
child daily.  

• Bikeability will be taking place in 
the summer term. Please look out 
for a letter following Easter as 
places book up quickly!  

Social, Moral, Spiritual and  
Cultural development  
As it’s a new year, we’ll look at the 
SEAL unit ‘Relationships’. We will also 
be looking at the ‘Respect Yourself’ unit 
of work and sex education in summer 2. 
A letter will be sent home prior to 
starting this unit.   

Many thanks for your support. 
    Miss L Spandrzyk 


